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This year’s exhibition in The Cisterns is made by the Danish artist Eva Koch, whose poetic video 
installations accentuate the characteristic underground exhibition space. 
 
2015 was the year The Cisterns in earnest found its way to a Danish as well as an international audience. 
The 2nd of March we open the doors after winter with the comprehensive exhibition project of Eva Koch: 
That Dream of Peace.  
 
Last year Eva Koch opened the permanent installation Doves in The Tower in the tower of Christiansborg 
Palace, the highest tower in Copenhagen. Now the time has come to delve into the underground where she 
unfolds a wide range of fundamental subjects in various videoinstallations, that light up the cold darkness 
of The Cisterns.  
 
Children play – also while bombs are exploding. Flowers grow forth even on muddy battlefields and doves 

flutter freely between symbol and reality – between war and peace. Eva Koch takes her departure in the 

idea of survival and the belief that despite the world’s terrorism, war and destruction there is always life 

and growth. 

Koch’s work is, as always, site-specific, showing a profound understanding of the character of a place. Her 

poetic transformation of the old reservoir’s arched halls indicates new perspectives on the unique 

surroundings where the humid, invasive darkness affects all senses.  

When walking through the exhibition the visitor encounters a 15 metres long video projection projected 

directly onto one of the dripstone-covered walls of The Cisterns. The dripstones are part of the concrete’s 

decomposition but are, at the same time, beautiful organic formations. The work of Eva Koch quietly 

emphasises the duplicity in the fact that the apparently lifeless surroundings of The Cisterns form the 

foundation for growth. The artwork frames the beauty of mortality – as well as innocence and hope. 

Deeper within The Cisterns trees will blossom and shed their leaves in an endless cycle, while white doves 
appear in a vision of cooing and wingbeats. It involves an element of uncannyness that the doves cannot 
seek toward the sky, but are left to flutter aimlessly underground. Even though the white dove is a symbol 
of peace, in tune with the title of the installation, the context – the dark and underground cisterns –
nurtures the doubt. That Dream of Peace is more about the dream of peace than peace itself. The doves 
are not necessarily peace symbols, but instead symbols of our fluttering longing for peace.  
 
Read more about Eva Koch: evakoch.net  
 
A catalogue is published with text written by art historian Mathias Ussing Seeberg.  
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